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Annual show provides for the needy
By Jasmine Andrews

A

Thanks “Giving” concert,
held by the Music
Department, raised cash and food
donations for the less fortunate
while performing a selection
of songs for students, faculty,
and parents during an evening
performance early last month.
All proceeds for the November 10 musical event went to the
Maple/Morgan Park Community
Food Pantry, located in Morgan
Park United Methodist Church.
The performers were the Jazz
Ensemble, Concert Band, Girls
Chorus, and Concert Chorale.
“Everything went better than
I [expected],” chorus director
Gabrielyn Foster said. “It was really good for their first [concert of
the year].”
With all the people in attendance to the concert, many

Please turn to page 3 for
Band director Shemeka Nash conducts her students during the annual Thanks “Giving” concert held early last month in
Blackwelder Hall. The choruses, directed by Gabrielyn Foster, were also on the billing which brought in guests who contributed
nearly 900 canned goods and $600 for a local food pantry.

Holiday collection
efforts fall short
for some groups
By Bobbie Woods

I

INSID E

n the spirit of the
holiday season, for
the past two years, Student
Council, the choruses and the
bands, and the National Honor
Society, have made a collective
effort to provide support
cans the Maple/Morgan Park
Community Food Pantry,
located in Morgan Park United
Methodist Church. The food
drive started on November 1
and ended on November 23.
The purpose of the
collection effort is to gather
nonperishable food items and
give them to the less fortunate
around the holiday season as
an act of kindness and to teach

generosity.
The most active participants in giving to the collection, outside of the efforts of
the Music Department, have
been the senior divisions and
one Academic Center division,
the school staff, and the Immaculate Models organization.
Unfortunately, fewer donations were given in the Student
Council effort this year.
“The winning division
last year turned in 250 cans,”
said Student Council sponsor
Kandace Morgan. “This year
the winning division gave close
to one hundred cans. I don’t
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Students, staff volunteer time
to hold beneficial open house
By Seth McCormick

S

taff and students
volunteered their time
to show off Morgan Park High
School to parents and their
grammar school-age children at
last month’s open house.
Of the 75 elementary schools
that were sent invitations, approximately 200 visitors attended
the morning program on Saturday, November 5th designed to
garner interest in attending our
South Side neighborhood school.
“It was great to see the parents with serious intent to enroll
their children here,” said International Baccalaureate coordinator Morgan Mudron, who also
was the lead organizer for the
open house. “It was a wonderful
experience where 6th through 8th
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7th graders Cameron Thomas and Kaylee Scholp lead a tour
of the school for interested parents and their children during
the open house held on a Saturday morning in early November.
(Photo by Aurelia Turner)
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Selling out self-respect to sell yourself shouldn’t be what’s hot
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By Breanna Stewart
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hat is your favorite
reality TV show?
Is it Bad Girls Club, with those
sophisticated young women, or
one of the many versions of The
Real Housewives, or maybe the
more intellectual show of Keeping
Up With The Kardashians?
Or maybe you are one of
those voyeurs who like to watch
genuine “reality TV,” so you sit in
front of your computer and watch
people make fools of themselves
on YouTube with hopes of becoming the next internet sensation.
Regardless of where you
watch this pseudo-entertainment,
there is a reoccurring theme
throughout all of these media
outlets that air them: There is no
room for morality in showbiz.
If you think I’m being a
little too facetious or harsh with
that statement, then just take a
second to think about it. Name
every single reality TV show that
is clamored about, highly-rated,
and aired in prime time: Bad Girls
Club, The Real World, Jersey
Shore, Basketball Wives, Real
Housewives (Atlanta, Orange
County, Beverly Hills, New York,

New Jersey and soon-to-be Miami,) 16 and Pregnant, Keeping
Up With The Kardashians, and
quite a few others. Now find me
a positive moral that is depicted
and any of those shows.
I’m waiting.
I’m still waiting.
Now look at the previous
list of shows and give me a list
of all the horrible decisions, bad
attitudes, various addictions, and
flat-out human train wrecks that
are the essential features on these
popular programs.
Okay, okay, there are too
many to name!
My point is that the media
is pacifying and condoning the
ideals and so-called values that
make up most of today’s TV daily
programming, and they make an
absolute mockery of every value
your parents ever taught you in
order to be successful in life.
Although such characteristics
used to lead to a dark path of
infamy, being a barfing alcoholic,
an STD-ridden whore, an illiterate
who only spews four-letter words,
a pugnacious wench/moron who
fights anyone based on the most
meaninglessly perceived insult,
or who has posted their dimly lit

sexual antics online, now appears
to be a prerequisite for fame.
Who knew?
And thus being the selfabsorbed, attention-starved,
money hungry-people that many
of us are, we amply play the parts
of fools, whores, and jackasses
all for a quick buck. Many people
will now do anything--literally--for
those 15 minutes of fame.
Who wouldn’t eat some rancid garbage or gross bug smoothies, as long as they land a spot on
on Fear Factor?
Treat family and friends with
absolutely no respect? No problem! We will gleefully get on TV
and play the roles handed to us
with big smiles, regardless of how
we will be looked at around the
world--as long as the check has
enough zeros.
Need evidence of how my
last statement is true? Mike “The
Situation” is undoubtedly the
most hated character on the
MTV’s smash hit Jersey Shore.
He causes the most trouble,
and, because of this, he is paid a
reported $1.2 million more than
half of the other cast members.
The Situation’s increased pay was
supposedly a stipend, as reported

Greedy owners stick it
to basketball players, fans
By Chris Williams

T

o many American
sport fans, the word
lockout is the last word they
would want to hear. Earlier this
year, fans had a scare with the
NFL whom eventually came
to an agreement that allowed
them to start the season
on time. This has not been
the case with the National
Basketball Association (NBA).

After 149 days of onagain, off-again negotiations,
finally, on November 26, the players and owners reached a tentative deal, including a shortened
66-game season, with the season
opener scheduled for December
25. Sixteen games have been lost
thanks to nothing less than greed
on both sides of the table, but
especially among the owners.
Some of the key issues
were escrow earnings, team salary
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caps, while splitting revenue
amongst players and owners
being the most divisive issue.
The issue for players was that
splitting revenue any lower
than the previous 57 percent
(players’ revenue) to 43 percent (for owners) meant they
would lose money, while the
owners felt that in this econ-
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to that lowest form of journalism,
provided by the lowlifes of TMZ,
because of the way he is negatively portrayed per request of
MTV producers.
Maybe the most talked about
celebrity who is catching the
most slack for doing silly things
for money is the former Mrs. Kris
Humphries, AKA Kim Kardashian.
The world clamored to every
detail Kim posted on Twitter about
her extravagant wedding, and the
media hype that surrounded the
star-studded affair was one that
compared to that of the royal wedding of England’s Prince William
and Miss Catherine Middleton--a
genuinely royal wedding.
But after a reported $29
million was spent on the celebrity
affair--obscene in its own right,
considering that the real royal
wedding cost $34 million-- along
with an entire E! cable special that
was devoted to broadcast it, Kim
casually announces to the world
that she and her freshly annointed
NBA-star husband were through,
after a mere 72 days.
Who really expected this to
last? Probably no one. But what
the world didn’t predict was the
$17.9 million check Ms. Kardashian was receiving for the whole
wedding publicity stunt. All over
America there are people who
wish they could enjoy the sanctity
of marriage, and Kim has the privilege of indulging in a fairy tale
wedding and throws it all away for
a check (albeit a fat one)?!
Kim Kardashian is the ultimate example of doing anything
to get fame and then doing
everything to keep it. If you don’t
believe me, tell me why Kim
Kardashian is famous… I’ll wait.
For all of you who don’t know or
remember, here’s a little reminder:
Kim Kardashian+ Ray J+ video
camera – clothing = Kim’s fame.
What is even worse than
the people who throw away all
their morality for mass amounts
of money and fame on TV, are
the people who do it for free on

YouTube. Prime example: The
Twerk Team, and their cult following. How many times have you
seen the, ahem, talented ladies
of the Twerk Team, gyrating and
bouncing in too-small shorts to
the latest Travis Porter song?
Apparently, shaking your groove
thing as suggestively as you can,
just shy of being labeled as porn
can be lucrative, especially if one
considers the Godiva chocolate
commercial that you have to sit
through before the girls start
shaking their junk. They, or at
least the people smart enough
to capture the video and put it
on their own revenue-generating
site--earn advertising dollars from
that. I guess Godiva chocolate
isn’t as classy as I thought.
And how many times have
you seen hundreds of young girls
posting very similar videos hoping
for similar attention and possibly
dollars. There may be a little justification for doing ridiculous things
for fortune and fame on television, but what would ever possess
people to degrade themselves
on the internet for what almost
always results in nothing?
Who doesn’t know someone
who posted some degrading photos or video of themselves online?
Which among them is making
money or became famous from it?
Not a single one, I’m sure.
Is the simple notion that
there could be a possibility of
gaining fame that alluring?
No amount of money that a
reality show is willing to offer is
worth setting aside your morals
and beliefs for, because when it is
all said and done the life choices
that you make for that money-good, bad, embarrassing, and
humiliating--will be forever immortalized once they are recorded.
But, hey, maybe sometime in
the future when you’re trying to
get that job to pay the rent and
eat, the person interviewing you
will actually appreciate that blurry
clip of you on YouTube.
Maybe, but probably not.

We’re just a bunch of liars
By Joi Wells

I

t is said that honesty is
the best policy, but what
individual follows this policy?
No one. Telling the truth can be
difficult for both the sender and
the receiver, so in response, we lie
in an effort to spare the feelings
of others.
We are taught to lie as
babies. We run up excitedly to
our parents to show them our
drawings. It’s scribble-scratch,
none-the-less, but yet they smile
and tell us it’s great. From birth
we are taught to be nice and only
say nice things.
Who hasn’t been told, “If you
don’t have anything nice to say,
don’t say anything at all”?
This rule doesn’t instruct us
on how to answer questions when
we have nothing nice to say. In
retrospect, not answering a question when asked is considered
rude and disrespectful. Why not
lie?!
Parents, politicians, lovers,
wives, husbands, friends, foes,
sisters and brothers, teachers and

students, preachers and police
are all liars and hypocrites.
Have you taken offense to
this? First consider how many lies
does it take to be a liar? A thousand? A million?
Although the comparisons
may be extreme, how many murders does it take to be labeled a
murderer? A sinner? Just one.
Many politicians speak publicly about how it is wrong to be a
homosexual and how they don’t
support gay marriage, but how
many turn out to be like former
Idaho Senator Larry Craig who
was arrested for lewd conduct
in the men's restroom at the
Minneapolis-St. Paul International
Airport on June 11, 2007. In 1989
Craig was reported to have led an
extended effort that pushed for
more severe punishment of Representative Barney Frank for his
involvement in a gay prostitution
scandal and was sharply critical
of President Bill Clinton for the
Monica Lewinsky sex scandal.
Preachers tell you not to lie,
steal and kill, yet money comes
up missing in the church and the

preacher has just bought a new
million dollar house.
Wives ask their husbands
opinions about their appearance
and their number one response is
“Honey, you look more beautiful
than ever,” seemingly oblivious of
the ten pounds she’s gained. Lying is engrained in our culture.
As a child, I was taught to
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By Joshua Housing

E

National Honor Society (NHS) member Keena Hutchinson
collects UNICEF donations from seniors during a drive last
month. Although some donation collections didn’t provide
the results that were hoped for, the NHS’s fund raising for
UNICEF was said to be a success according to members.
party. Division 261 was the lucky
winner of the food drive race.
“It was Mrs. Morgan’s idea to
use a party for the winner as an
incentive,” said Student Council
president Breanna Stewart. “Mrs.
Morgan thought the party would
be a way to bring the divisions

THANKSGIVING CONCERT
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EMPEHI News
inches into tech age

LESS FOR NEEDY
know if students forgot or
just didn’t know about it, but
[compared] to last year we had
a sad turnout.”
The National Honor Society was the first to start their
can good drive this season. In
hopes of teaching students the
spirit of giving, they went from
division-to-division to collect
cans, and felt they had better
results.
“We collected cans along
with our UNICEF fund raiser
this year,” said National Honor
Society member Keenya
Frazier. “Students seemed to
enjoy giving cans when they
knew they were for the less
fortunate.”
UNICEF is worldwide organization that is an advocate
for the protection of children’s
rights, to help meet their basic
needs and to expand their opportunities.
Student Council decided
to put a tad bit of motivation
under students for them to
turn in cans. The division that
submitted the most cans was
awarded a Harold’s Chicken
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together.”
The Morgan Park Food
Pantry is very grateful for the
school’s help in aiding the less
fortunate. They thank Morgan
Park and always compliment
us on how nice of a school we
are.

MPEHI news has been
the only source of
Morgan Park news for about 90
years; it’s been around for so
long students have even begun
to take it for
granted. It’s
to the point
where some
students are
even unaware
that there is a
paper.
It’s a
respectable paper,
but it hasn’t
changed
much to keep
in step with the student body.
There are a few good writers, and numerous interesting
articles in this paper, but the
monthly release of the paper
isn’t even announced, or
celebrated, like it should. The
paper is just placed in a sloppy
pile in division the second
Tuesday of every month.

Most students think, “Well
what can I do?”
Anthony Teruel, a first-year
reporter for the EMPEHI News,
thinks he found a solution.
He and I persuaded hesitant
sponsor Keith Majeske to post
a Twitter account online,
the popular
media outlet
that appeals
to today’s
youth.
Teruel
and I now operate a Twitter
and a Tumblr
account with
the purpose
to help keep
the school informed as to the
content of EMPEHI News.
Although in its infancy, it’s
hoped that starting with this issue, stories and photos will be
tweeted on the social network
site.
So if you want to check
us out online, then follow
@EMPEHInews on Twitter.

continued from page 1

donations were raised.
“We raised little bit more
than 850 non-perishable items,”
Foster said, “with $600 to go with
it in donations.”
This was a significant
improvement over last year’s collection when approximately 650
canned goods and other food
items were collected.
The Girls Chorus sang “For
the “Beauty of the Earth,” “Shortnin’ Bread,” “Gopala,” “Earth
Shalom,” “Fanga,” and “Imagine Me.” The Concert Chorale
performed “American Medley,”
“This Land is Your Land,” “Chicago,” “Downtown,” “America,”
“Sit Down Servant,” “I’ve Been
Buked,” “My Soul Doth Magnify
the Lord,” and “A City Called
Heaven.”
“I was proud of all the students, especially Taja Ferguson
and Marja Moore for conducting,
Crystal Webb for her solo, and
Brandi Martin, the girls chorus
president,” Foster said.
The two choruses were not
alone in the concert held in Blackwelder Hall. The school bands
also contributed to the annual
performance.
“All of the students were
great,” band director Shemeka
Nash said. “The support we
got helped raise a lot of donations.”
The talented Jazz Ensemble
performed upbeat classics, including “Sabor,” “Bossa Madeira,” and the popular “Oye Como
Va.” Concert Band performed
“Mallet Maniacs,” “America the
Beautiful,” and “Word Up.”
Although those who attended generally had nothing but
positive reviews, those who were
onstage were the toughest critics.
“We did well, but there is
always room for improvement,”
junior percussionist Khalil Brakes
said.
The Music Department’s next
concert will be the annual winter
performance, held this Thursday,
December 8 at 7 p.m.

IB
buzz
Please, do not give
up hope!
By Armani Martin

As the first semester of senior year comes to
an end, deadlines are moving nearer and becoming
relentless and seemingly
eternal. However, we must
be optimistic and reassure
ourselves that we are intelligent and capable enough
to finish these applications
and IB requirements, in a
time appropriate manner.
As the days go on

Please turn to page 5 for

IB BUZZ
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continued from page 2

omy they needed to cut losses
somewhere.
Owners stood firm against
the players union demand for at
least a 52/48 percent split, and
appeared to be ready to throw
away the entire season on the
one issue. The players caved in
the yet-to-be-ratified deal, accepting somewhere between 4951 percent of basketball-related
income.
If a few percentage points
don’t mean much to you, think
again. The NBA generates tens of
billions of dollars in revenue every
year, so those couple of points

equates to a reported $3 billion
give-back to the already-wealthy
owners over the 10 year deal.
Players will also suffer with
the new luxury tax levied against
teams that spend more than
their team’s salary cap. If teams
can only spend a certain number
of dollars, players will get paid
less than their real value, especially those who aren’t big name
talent.
The league's minimum
salaries ranged in 2010-11
from $473,604 for a rookie to
$1,352,181 for a 10-year veteran.
It appears that these players will

OPEN HOUSE
continued from page 1

Book Club member Cashmere Cozart explains the benefits
of the organization to visiting parents during the open
house. Most of the school’s clubs, organizations, and
sports teams had information tables in the boys gym where
representatives could answer parents’ questions. (Photos
by Aurelia Turner)
grade parents came to meet
the Morgan Park family.”
Parents of prospective
high school students began
the tour at 10 a.m. in the
auditorium, where they were
met by student volunteers from
various organizations, including Student Council, SIS, the
International Baccalaureate
program, and the Academic
Center.
Guests were then taken
on a school-wide tour where
class rooms were set up as
instructional stations, in which
teachers gave up their Saturday to describe the various
courses and programs offered
at MP.
The two-hour long open

house appears to have been
a success, according to the
program coordinator.
“Parents told me how
much they enjoyed our students,” Mudron said.
But it wouldn’t have been
much of an event without
the “big family help” by the
administration, department
chairs, teachers, sponsors,
coaches, counselors, engineers, and program coordinators who helped put the whole
thing together, according to
Mudron.
“Morgan Park is such a
great high school,” she said.
“It was great working with so
many people working to show
off everything MP has to offer.”

Col. Michael Casey talks to parents about the JROTC
program and its benefits during the Saturday morning
program. All major courses of study had teacher
representatives to meet with guests.

source of income. Owners were
need the additional $300 million
get around an 8-12 percent pay
banking on the majority to say
to remain profitable. Oh, right,
cut, while the owners will only
enough is enough, and it apparCuban is a billionaire with a “b.”
grab more of the pie for themently worked.
According to Forbes magaselves.
But even the players
zine, the basketball owner and
The lockout has affected
entrepreneur
players far more
is worth $2.3
than owners, as
billion, as of
it appears the
The NBA’s richest individual owner, according
September.
owners have
to Forbes, is Portland Trail Blazers owner Paul
But
been preparing
Allen, who co-founded Microsoft with Bill Gates,
maybe he’s the
for an extended
the overall richest No. 1 ranked person on the list.
only one; perlockout, hoarding
Allen’s net worth is reported as $13.2 billion and he
haps the other
cash, according
ranks No. 23 overall on the list.
owners are just
to some reports.
scraping by.
However, players
aren’t the only ones who lost due
Nope, not even close.
such as Andy Rautins, a guard for
to this lockout. The cities that
Forbes’ annual list of the
the Knicks, was forced to go back
host teams lost revenue. An ABC
400 wealthiest Americans, which
and live in his parents basement
News report detailed how small
came out in September, identified
to conserve money, due to the
and large NBA teams benefit lomore than a dozen NBA owners
fact that he didn’t receive a check
cal communities.
and minority owners on the list.
from his team for the months the
“According to the Greater
Incredibly, Cuban isn’t the richest!
league was shut down.
Oklahoma City Chamber of
The NBA’s richest individual
In many cases, although
Commerce, each Oklahoma City
owner, according to Forbes, is
it’s hard to feel sorry for them,
Thunder game brings $1.3 million Portland Trail Blazers owner Paul
many players were forced to give
to the local economy,” the ABC
Allen, who co-founded Microsoft
up their lavish lifestyles to save
News story stated. “The Atlantic
with Bill Gates, the overall richest
money. Owners, before negotiareported that the San Antonio
No. 1 ranked person on the list.
tions, more than likely used this
Spurs generated $95 million and
Allen’s net worth is reported as
as leverage, because owners
the Greater Memphis Chamber of $13.2 billion and he ranks No. 23
are naturally wealthier than the
Commerce says the Grizzlies and
overall on the list.
people they employ.
its arena generated $223 milHe even recently decided
The majority of NBA players,
lion in 2010. Cleveland Cavalier
to sell one of his private islands.
despite what popular opinion
ticketholders reportedly spend
Awww, times really must be
may be, are mid-level exception
more than $3.7 million per home
tough.
players, which means they don’t
game.”
Both sides made concesmake the lavish multi-million
But maybe teams and their
sions, but the players and the
dollar contracts some big time
owners really do need the money
local communities, not to mention
players make, and because of
to operate as they claim. Maybe
the fans are the ones who truly
this, owners forced players into
the world champion Dallas Mavsuffered to satisfy the obsessive
submission to agree since they
ericks, owned by Mark Cuban,
greed of the owners.
would all eventually need a

OPINION: LIAR, LIAR
continued from page 2

always say “No thank you,”
when being offered something
in the company of others home.
This was being “polite,” and
of course, as a child, I wanted
whatever food or drink they
were enjoying but in order to
be behaved. This was, in effect,
a lie.

Do you lie to your boyfriend/
girlfriend as to where you were,
who you were talking to, what you
bought, what you said, what you
meant, what you like, what you
dislike during your daily conversations? Don’t lie (again) to yourself!
Of course you do!
Don’t get me wrong, though;

lying is something that we often
have to do so not to hurt someone’s feelings, make a conversation more friendly, keep a job, or
simply to keep up appearances. If
we can, we should tell the truth,
but when we don’t, at least we
should be able to admit it to
ourselves. Liar.

Modeling club is actually more
than just a bunch of pretty faces
By Matt Lopez

T

he school
organization,
Immaculate Models (IMAC)
is a great program for upand-coming male and female
models.
This program is often
overlooked and underestimated, but has lately begun
to make heads turn when
mentioned. It is sponsored
by school business manager
Syreeta Jackson, and junior cocoordinators Jasmine Bennett
and Alandra “La La” Oglesby.
Together they brainstorm
creative ideas, produce photo
shoot themes, do modeling
exercises and fashion shows
like the brief one at this year’s
homecoming pep rally.
Being a part of this organization isn’t just sitting around
looking at Vogue or Cosmo,
though.
“It’s not all fun and games
when it comes to modeling,”
said Jackson. “To become a

Yes, even males can join Immaculate Models, as this young
model proves in a photo shoot held in early November.
good model, you’ll need a lot
more than a pretty face or a nice
body.”
If you’re interested in a
modeling career, or just really like
taking pictures, joining is highly
recommended.

Practices are held every
Tuesday from 3:30 p.m. to
approximately 5 p.m., where
members are taught how to

Please turn to page 5 for
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Drama Club hopes to get play back on stage

IB BUZZ

continued from page 3

By Jakkira Scott

the feeling of exhaust is overbearing, but the pros immensely
outweigh the cons. Remember why we joined the IB Diploma
Program? We joined the IB program to not only challenge
ourselves, but to also be equipped to successfully handle the
college academia life. The IB program prepares us to be well
rounded, develop determination, become enthusiastic, zealous
and ultimately industrious.
To paraphrase President John F. Kennedy, It is not what we
can do for IB, it is what IB can do for us.
Note: All seniors must give their applications to their counselors by December 9, 2011, if any deadlines are between then
and winter break, to avoid unwanted pressure on our hardworking counselors.
“Do not go to lunch, go to your counselor’s office whenever
you can because every minute is precious,” Briana Cato, an IB
senior, said,
Manipulating our organization skills is a key aspect in
completing our various agendas. Our counselors, teachers, and
IB coordinator Morgan Mudron believe that we can achieve
anything that is in our path.
All students, not just IB students, should have a plan B and a
plan C, and plan B and C have to be just as important as plan A.
And remember: We can do this!

Chanoyou Party!

By Sydney Patterson

I

n the IB Junior classes, we are reading a book titled The
Wind-Up Bird Chronicle. The book is written by Japanese
author Haruki Murakami so of course we had to learn a little
about the Japanese culture. In doing so we learned about
Chanoyou (a Japanese tea ceremony). The Chanoyou is meant
for you to calm your mind and leave your problems at the door.
It is the perfect thing to do when you are in the IB Program,
right? So we had one.
Everyone in the class had to either bring in supplies
to make the tea and snacks, or help create the environment to
create the perfect Chanoyou atmosphere. We planned to have
it on Wednesday because it was a half-a-day but our half-a-day
turned into a full 45 minute class period. Even though the period
was extended, our Chanoyou was a success! The 45 minutes
actually allowed us to get everything done and still had time to
chill. It was so relaxing that even Ms. Mudron and Ms. Braggs
had to step in and check it out.
The Chanoyou brought upon many things, like my
liking for peppermint tea now. More specifically, the Chanoyou
has really brought our class closer together. By us having this tea
ceremony, it made us work and bond together into one big family. Being in IB you need the help and support from you peers.
Becoming a family will make it easier to do so. Looking back our
Chanoyou we really did leave all our problems at the door and
enjoyed our carefree period with one another.

The cost of IB
By Dorsey Hill

W

hen I entered my senior year of IB, I had no idea of
the amount of money I would be spending. I had
identified the papers that needed to be written, and I did not
think that the actual curriculum of IB would affect my wallet. As
the art projects piled on and the research for extended essays
needed to be completed, I noticed my funds depleting.
Art was the first class I began to spend my money in.
Every other week a new project needed to be turned in, and I
recognized my lack of equipment was affecting my production
sufficient work. I started buying pastels from Blick, and paint
from Michaels, then poster boards from Walgreens. None of
these items are excessively expensive, but as a teenager without
a job I did become slightly annoyed.
The payment did not stop with art supplies. The contents
of my wallet were transferred to the completion of my Extended
Essay. I had to pay $5 to enter the research center on top of the
Chicago History Museum. This research center was a necessity
for my project.
I became even more outraged when I found out that copies
cost 50 cents, not to mention the bus fair it took to get to the
history museum. However, I felt very intellectually mature doing
research in such a prestigious surrounding.
Counting up my past expenses, IB has cost me
approximately $25. Nevertheless, I recognize the benefits of
these transactions. Developing my mind through art work and
research is going to be more rewarding than any pair of shoes,
movie tickets, clothes, or whatever miscellaneous material item I
would buy.
IB is costing me some money, but I will pay the price to reap
the benefits of an exceptional learning experience.
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T

he new Drama club is
ready to get in action
with new ideas, members, and
a new sponsor. Even though the
club didn’t perform any plays,
with new people joining, they
hope to bring something to the
table this year.      
Math teacher Lauren Phillips is giving students her support
by taking over the Drama Club,
a position vacated after the
previous sponsor, English teacher
Carolyn Hart left Morgan Park
to teach in a parochial school.
Although she doesn’t have alot
of experience, the young teacher
is happy to help get the program
rolling again.
“I did a few plays when I was
in high school, but that was a
long time ago,” Phillips said.
Even though being in drama
you have to be bold and confident in what you are saying to
make the audience believe your
every word, there are still a few
shy faces in the club, showing
that even the bashful can show
their dramatic side.
“I have been in drama for
two weeks," sophomore Susan
Kirklin said. "I wanted to try
something new, but I’m always
shy, but I think this might be
cool."
Many students have joined to
do something they love, while oth-

A scene from the 2006 Drama Club performance of West Side
Story, with actors wearing costumes from the mid-50’s setting.
Last year was the first time the school didn’t have a play in
recent memory.
ers do it because they know that it
will help them out in a long run.
“I joined because my occupation requires me to have a loud
voice, and I know that drama can
help me with that,” sophomore
Keisha Bracy said. “I used to do
acting at the Beverly Arts Center
and in some school plays, but I
feel very comfortable being on
stage.”
Also there are some who
joined to be around their friends
and express themselves a little
more.
“I joined drama because
all my friends are in it, and they

seem like they are having fun,"
junior Janae Meaders said. “This
my first year in a high school
drama club; I did it before in
elementary school and in summer
camp. I really like the drama club
because there are alot of people
in it and the presidents are my
best friends; I hope we do alot of
shows this year."
Last year was the first time
that anyone can remember that
the school didn’t hold a play.
Some of the more memorable

Please turn to page 8 for
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Interviews are often the last step
to securing valuable college scholarships
By Bobbie Woods

W

hat senior wouldn’t
like receiving some
scholarship money? After
being admitted to college, the
next big worry is the financial
aid. Money can come from
several different places, such
as university scholarships,
financial aid, or general
scholarships.
When applying for
scholarships, there are different processes that one must
go through. Applications may
have you write an essay, simply

fill out the application, or come
in for a scholarship interview.
Scholarship interviews are the
most rigorous of all the processes,
however.
“When I went to a scholarship interview for 100 Black Men,
I had to make sure that I was
dressed to impress and ready
to sell myself to any and everybody,” said University of Missouri
freshman Brandy Julian. “Scholarship money is limited so trying
to receive it is very competitive.”
Face-to-face interviews usually mean that you are a candidate in being selected for the

scholarship out of thousands.
Interviews are usually used to
see how well a candidate can
sell themselves, to measure
maturity, and see how well the
candidate can handle pressure.
“Think specifically about
the scholarship award you are
seeking,” website scholarshiphelp.org, advises. “Be sure
you are well informed about
the organization. Be sure you
know what your goals are

Please turn to page 8 for

IMPORTANT
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MODELING CLUB
continued from page 4

pose for different types of shoots,
properly walk the runway, and
how to utilize certain attributes
you may have.
“I think guys be surprised by
how many modeling agencies are
looking for interested young men
these days, and it’s a great way to
meet new girls,” said Ogelsby. “I
advise a lot young men to give it
a try.”
The most recent photo shoot
theme featured fall/earth tone
colors, where the pictures were
taken by fellow Mustangs in November. There will be a Christmas
photo shoot in December to
acknowledge the holidays.
“Ever since I saw the first
season of America’s Next Top
Model, I wanted to become a
model,” said Bennett. “It boosts
self-esteem, helps develop more
outgoing personalities, and in the
competitive world of modeling, it

Junior Jamila Nelson poses on a bed of fallen leaves during a
special autumn-themed photo shoot.
teaches perseverance while dealing with rejection.”
There are approximately 35
students involved in the program,

some of whom hope to become
professional models in the future,
and joining IMAC is a wonderful
way to start.
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Memorable toys from our youth
By Naomi Penny

B

arbies, Legos, GameBoys,
Cabbage Patch dolls, Easy
Bake Ovens, GI Joes, and Hot Wheels:
These are just a few of the toys that
were popular in many people’s young
lives.
Everybody
had a favorite toy
that was
on their
Christmas list
that they
just had
to have
under
the tree.
For girls,
the most
popular
Christmas Barbie, circa
gift to
1993.
have on
their list was definitely an doll.
“Especially a Barbie doll,” according to senior Karissa Johnson.
Barbie Millicent Roberts, the doll’s
original full name, was launched in the
March of 1959 and has been selling for
over 50 years. And according to the doll’s
manufacturer, Mattel, they claim that three
Barbie dolls are sold every second.
Every girl has wanted a Barbie doll
at one time or another, but the doll to
die for was the Christmas Special Edition according to senior Trinee Ellison.
Ironically, that doll was the Barbie that
you could never play with because it
was so beautiful and an collector item.
In fact, if you lost yours, there’s a 1988
Special Edition Happy Holidays Barbie
on auction site eBay right now; however,
the starting bid is $250!
But back in the day, other musthaves were Cabbage Patch and Baby
Come Back dolls, recalled student Tara
Nance.
For boys, it was all about GI Joe,
Game Boys, Hot Wheels cars and the
orange tracks, and much more.
Hot Wheels die cast cars were in-

troduced by toymaker Mattel in 1968, in
competition with popular Matchbox cars
which started out in 1953. Two things set
them apart from their Matchbox competitor: most models were customized
vehicles and they were designed to run
on orange plastic track, which could be
placed to make cool jumps and loops.
Senior Darius Minor said his favorite
toy as an child was a Casio keyboard
because
he loves
music
and the
keyboard
had “raw
beats.”
For
those who
are adults
today,
some toys
had a very
masculine
appeal.
A Hot Wheels car from
Remote
the early 1990s.
control
cars and
a train set
were popular toys when he was growing
up, security guard Mr. Campbell said.
Other gifts that were the favorites
of other male staff members when they
were young included Star Wars action
figures and Nintendo
video games, according
to security guards Jeremy
Gold and Waysun Tsai.
Formally known as
the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES), it was
originally introduced in
1985 and was an instant
hit. Over the course of
the next two years, it almost single-handedly revitalized the video game
industry. Selling over
60 million units, people
Super Mario Bros., circa 1985. Wow,
brought fun games like
Mario and Zelda into their that’s what passed for a video game?
homes for the first time
on the NES. The graphics,
however, were nothing like today’s video game hits.

Looking back on Christmases gone by
By Carlisa White

N

o matter where you
live or how old you
are, Christmas memories from
your childhood have a special
glow about them. Perhaps you
remember a longed-for gift
you finally received, or you
gave to a present to someone
special.
One of the more memorable traditions is to have a
wonderful time with your family
over the holidays.
“I like hanging with my
family,” said senior Ulysses
Floyd.
A special Christmas is
where you can give thanks for
everything good that has happened in your life, and spend
time and happy moments with
your friends and family. One
special place where families
and couples can see amazing and beautiful lights with
decorations, are at Zoo Lights
in Lincoln Park Zoo, or you
can go to Brookfield Zoo; just
make sure you wrap up.
Being with family always
bring out happiness. It’s the

time to enjoy and be
PSP’s (PlayStahappy for what you have in
tions) were so popular
your life.
back then, and they
“Dinner with my family
still are now. A majoris always fun,” said band
ity boys would go
member and senior Shamir
home to a PSP and
Brown.
stare at the TV playing
Presents are the No. 1
the game.
thing kids want from Santa.
“I got my first PSP
For myself, I remember
in ’06,” senior Henry
when I was a kid that I
Leach said. “That was
always wanted a Bratz doll
my favorite memory.”
more than anything.
Many engrained
For senior and Majesmemories include the
tic Kyisha Davis, Christmas
delicious meals served
gifts are her best memory.
at home or at a rela“I just liked to open
tive’s.
presents,” said Davis.
“My grandma
Spoiler alert: Parents
made this banana
often pretended like they
pudding and it was so
were Santa for their little
good; nobody could
ones. It was so sweet, but
get [any],” senior,
after you start to grow up,
Giyoun Young said.
you ended up knowing
But as a kid, it’s
Kris Kringle was one your
usually all about presparents.
ents. Everyone gets
“My favorite memory is Mmmm, mmm, nothing like a Christmas feast. surprising gifts or gifts
when my mom figured out
they really wanted--or
the game I wanted, which
both.
was one of the Spiderman games,” put on Santa’s list.
“I remember when I got
senior Leonard Williams said.
“My mom always got me
bricks with money on each side
For Santa Claus being a parwhatever I wanted,” senior
of them. Sweet! ” said Lucky
ent, kids often got whatever they
Micah Eiland said.
Baar, a senior.

A personal experie
By Courtney Mitchell

I

was given the most
wonderful opportunity to
dance in the Magnificent Mile
Festival of Lights parade downtown
with Endure Dance productions,
alongside the gospel duo Mary
Mary, on November 19, 2011.
“There was no better way to
bring in the holiday season,” active
Endure dancer Nick Henderson said.
“I felt a responsibility to perform my
hardest to entertain the millions of
TV viewers and the 100,000 people
in attendance. It was the greatest
thing I’ve done so far.”
Endure Dance Production is a
non-profit and faith-based organization, in existence since 2006,
that targets the ages of 12 to 18
to provide a program that reaches
out to underprivileged teens to
have the passion to dance. Though
Endure targets the youth and teens,
Endure is also recruiting a diverse
group, and bringing the power of
Christ into the lives of others as well
as perfecting our crafts.
The request to dance in the
Festival of Lights Parade took all of
us by surprise. To be given opportunity to dance alongside Mary
Mary, brought joy and excitement
to Endure Dance Productions.
“I was so happy and I hope to
perform in the parade again,” long-
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Must-haves for the holidays
By Karissa Johnson

There are many models to choose
from, but they are very expensive: a 16
hristmas is right around the
GB iPad starts at $499, while the top
corner, exactly 19 days away,
model lists for $829.00. If you want to
so you better have the “must-have”
save your gift-giver a couple of hungifts for Christmas.
dred bucks, settle for a
If you haven’t
refurbished first generagotten your shoption iPad with Wi-Fi + 3G
ping done yet, here
32GB from Apple.com for
are some of the
only $399.
latest things you
Another tech gift is,
can get.
of course, a just-released
iPad and iPad
video game. Call of Duty:
2: Apple continues
Modern Warfare 3 is a
to dominate in the
first-person shooter video
tech category with the
game, developed by
increasingly popular
Infinity Ward and Sledgeelectronic device. You
hammer Games, with
can take pictures, browse
Raven Software having
the web, and play games,
assisted in development.
watch movies, read booksThe game was released
-basically everything your
on November 8, 2011 for
An
home desktop or laptop
Xbox 360, PlayStation 3,
does but without a keyboard Apple iPad 2 is on many
and Wii with a separate
wish lists this holiday
and mouse, and it’s much
version for Nintendo DS
season.
smaller (but bigger than an
developed by n-Space.
iPod or iPhone). The device is
Within 24 hours of
managed and synced by iTunes running on a pergoing on sale, the game sold 6.5 million
sonal computer via USB cable.
copies in the US
The iPad uses a Wi-Fi connection to access local
and UK alone and
area networks and the Internet.
grossed $400 million, making it the
biggest entertainment launch of all
time.
Some apparently couldn’t wait
until Christmas
By Tayler Smith
morning for the hot
new game.
ith all the sales everyone promises will benefit
“I paid $59.99 online for the game;
you, getting that special person the perfect
it’s raw, I love it, go buy it,” said alumgift can be difficult sometimes. This Christmas let me help
nus Evan Dirksen.
you pick the gift that'll make an
This is the third installment of Call
impression.
of Duty, and the fans can’t get enough
For your boyfriend: Keep
of the game.
your honey's hat game up by
“I’ve played it for seven hours
getting him a Ralph Lauren Polo
straight one night,” said Dirksen. “It’s
Hat or two! They come in red,
addicting.” said Dirksen.
white, yellow, red, and blue.
Next on the list is clothing, espeThis baseball cap type hat is
cially something from The North Face:
available at Macy's Department
The trend for this fierce, chilly weather
Store for $35.
of Chicago is North Face clothing.
If your guy is a game head, Ralph Lauren Polo hat
The North Face is an American outhe'll love the new NBA 2K12.
door product company specializing in
He can play the game with his friends, or go one-onouterwear, fleece, shirts, footwear, and
equipment
Please turn to page 9 for SPECIAL GIFTS
such as backpacks, tents,
and sleeping
bags. Warm,
cozy vests
and jackets
are their best
sellers; for
women vests
and jackets
By Genae Smith
start at $60
and $65,
The North Face
nfortunately, everyone has come across one or
respectively;
Denali Hoodie
two awful gifts during the Christmas season.
while for
Jacket in white
Even though you might think it’s the worst gift ever,
men, prices
from Northface.com
sometimes it actually does come in handy. Although
are approxi($88.90)
you might not love the gift or maybe even like it, it’s the
mately the
thought that counts, right?
same, but a decent winter coat for guys
Senior Brenden Johnson said
costs more like $149.
he received a giant bag of candy M
“My fleece keeps me warm
& M’s for Christmas one year. The
throughout the cold days,” said senior
only problem was he is allergic to
Naomi Penny. “I will recommend everypeanuts.
one get one.”
Senior Jasmine Henry was
Cash is king to many, but plastic
ready to slap her stepdad after she
is okay, too. Vanilla Visa Gift cards one
received a Baby Phat scarf and headway to go with your money safely on a
set for Christmas 2010.
Visa gift card. Available in $25, $50 and
“He already know better,” said
$100 increments, the Vanilla Visa gift
They’re good,
Henry.
card can be used at millions of locations
unless you’re
No one knows how to thank
everywhere, not just at one retailer.
allergic to
someone for an unwanted gift, so a
However, like with any type of gift
peanuts.
simple smile often does the trick.
card, you’ve got to read the fine print.
Senior Janell Mathus said “my
The card is not reloadable or returnable,
worst Christmas gift was an old teddy bear inside a dirty
and those who get one need to use all
Nike bag.”
pretty quickly.

C

Getting that special someone
something special

W

ence in the Festival of Lights parade

Socks and other gifts
you’d like to forget

U

ft corner is the founder of ENDURE, Kim Tyler, at the Magnificent Mile
stival of Lights parade downtown with Endure Dance productions on
ovember 19. Left from center is Erica (Mary Mary) right from center is
na (Mary Mary). Right Corner is the choreographer of ENDURE, Alex
lham. (Photo from ABC 7 News website)

me Endure dancer Tajia Dawoudi said. “I
s thankful for being a part of something
at was so much fun. I wish the best for
ary Mary; it made my day just being
ere and knowing that the whole world is
tching me do something that I love.”
I’ve been with Endure dance proctions since December 14th, 2010. My
perience with them has been simply
forgettable. Endure has provided me
h a warm loving environment where
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I can dance with incredible dancers, develop more styles of dance
and strengthen my relationship with
Christ.
Before the parade, Endure has
been a part of major performances
such as Dancing with the Pastors,
the Rainbow Push event, and many
more. Endure has also made partnerships with the Bulls organization
and the Loul Deng foundation.

Please turn to page 9 for
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Advice for Pre-IB and IB/MYP students
By Bria Brown

A

s freshmen and sophomores, you may not realize all of
the work that is laid ahead of you when you enter the
IB Diploma Program.
Although your work load has gotten larger, your academic
life still may not seem so hard. But listen to this: The IB program
is not an easy program. It takes hard work, dedication, time, perseverance, and jumping at every opportunity to gain knowledge
and reach new levels.
You cannot get by with the minimum in this program. When
you can do more, do more. Do not be afraid to think outside of
the box because you will be doing a lot of that in your junior and
senior year. Make sure that when you come into this program
you have good time management.
With the homework load, extracurricular activities, and
deadlines, you need to stay organized so that you can keep your
stress levels down.
When it comes to projects and essays prepare and organize,
it will make things a lot easier on you. Procrastination gets you
nowhere! It would be good for you to get out of that habit if you
have it because it will only lead to sloppiness in your work and
bad grades.
If a teacher gives you something that has a deadline, start
on it as soon as possible because time will not wait as the deadline approaches.
Do not be afraid to ask for help; that is what your teachers
are there for. Be respectful to your teachers and fellow classmates, you will be with them for a while. Leave behind all drama
because you will need the people around you at one time or
another.
What you really need to develop is a good work ethic, so
you can focus on your work. Honestly, if you are willing, you can
succeed and be prepared for this program.

Track E: An IB perspective
By Mya Johnson

A

s teenagers we need a break! More importantly, as
teenagers in IB, we definitely need a break!
Going on two years now, Morgan Park has been a part of a
new schedule for some CPS schools known as Track E. Since we
are a part of Track E, it seems as if we have so many breaks with
the illusion that it is great!
We feel it is a break away from school when we can chill
and relax. It is all good until we have deadlines to meet, and the
breaks give us the lead way to become lazy. Once on break, we
usually are assigned tons of homework, including papers and
even projects.
We say, hey, we are on break; we have time to rest and step
away from the stress of a rigorous program. Resting leads to laziness, then the laziness leads to procrastination, and procrastination leads to some students not even attempting to do homework because there is so much to complete.
Track E, according to our mayor, should give us the opportunity to “compete” with students of longer school days around
the country.
However, if we have so much homework and all this time off,
how is this new scheduling effective?

Debate
news
I

n a debate tournament at
Hyde Park Academy High
School on November 4-5, the
varsity team of Janae Meaders and
Melody Sprolls were semifinalists.
Meaders also won an Individual
Speaker award, as did Mike Smith
in the Novice division.
Meaders and Sprolls were
also invited to participate in the
Performance Trust debates. On
December 9th and 10th they will
compete against 16 other CPS
teams for college scholarships.
MP Debate will travel to
Thomas Kelly High School to
compete against the top schools
in CPS and the suburbs.
Morgan Park will host a
tournament for the Chicago
Middle School Debate League on
Saturday, December 10.

and how long it will take you to
achieve them.”
Interviews of any kind are
important, but scholarship
interviews especially. This one interview can potentially fund ones
education and we all need that!
Anything one can do to prepare
for them they should do so.
“The Interview process
usually determines and confirms
your eligibility and suitability for
a scholarship grant,” website
scholarshiphelp.org informs. “The
interviewer sees your genuine
interest in the Subject you are
seeking. Besides your academic
enthusiasm for the subject the
interviewer will also predict your
possible contribution to the field.
Hence going to the scholarship
interview chiseling your corecompetence, i.e., thoroughly
prepared in the subject will be
highly beneficial.”
Scholarship money is so
competitive to receive because
there is not an unlimited amount
of money to give out.
“Officials at public universities in Ohio are seeing more
applications for student financial
aid, in line with an increase across
the nation prompted in part by
troubles with the economy,”
a Fox News story reported in
April. “Nationally, the number of
students who have filed forms for
federal financial aid for the upcoming school year has increased
by about 1 million compared with
the same time last year.
More specifically, The Columbus Dispatch newspaper reported
at the same time that the number
of Ohio State University students
who have applied for financial aid
for next year is up about 10,600
from two years ago.
“The number of students
filing for federal aid for this school

year was up 22 percent from two
years ago,” Ohio State financial
aid director Diane Stemper said in
the newspaper’s story.
With this type of desperate
economic environment, competition
is fierce, and only the best-of-thebest receive the supplements that
different organizations give out.
“Scholarships are very important because it I free money
that you do not have to pay back,
“said postsecondary coach Mr.
Henley. “When going on a scholarship interview, bring a portfolio
of your high school career, tell the
school what they should expect
from you, and be prepared to sell
yourself.”
Annually, many different

organizations give away small
and large scholarships. CocaCola gives away 450 $10,000
scholarships as well as 25 $1,000
scholarships. The Nation Guard
gives away a $10,000 renewable
scholarship for anyone who wants
to be in the National Guard postcollege.
There are many different
places that give away money, but
the only hassle is finding them.
“Nearly two-thirds of today’s
full time students apply for needbased financial aid,” website
howitworks.com informs. “Needbased financial aid eligibility is
based on two calculations -- the
total cost of education and the
family's ability to pay.”

making your interview
a positive experience
You can’t pass or fail, so don’t be nervous, advises the
College Board website (www.collegeboard.com/student/
apply/the-application). As long as you've prepared and
practiced, you can probably make a good impression.
Here are some other tips:
• Accept a college’s offer of an interview.
• Be on time.
• Go into the interview alone, without your parents.
• Be polite to everyone you meet.
• Act naturally.
• Respond conversationally — don’t memorize a speech.
• Use appropriate language and avoid slang.
• Be confident but not arrogant.
• Tell the truth.
• Express interest in the college and its programs.
• Ask questions not covered by the college catalog or
website.
• Avoid eating or drinking during the interview.
• Dress neatly and cleanly; don’t wear T-shirts or other
casual clothing.

DRAMATIC HOPES
continued from page 5

performances that were held
included interpretations of
playwright William Shakespeare’s
tragedy Macbeth in 2008, the
classic musical West Side Story
(2006), and the 1950s revival
musical Grease (2003).
To have great shows you
need great leaders, and with two
new presidents the club hopes to

make up for last year by having a
show in the spring.
“We are still thinking about
doing A Raisin in the Sun,” president Cashmere Cozart said. “We
have been in Drama Club since
our freshman year, and we are
happy that we are in charge of
something we like doing.”
The club is still accepting

people who want to join. Those
interested are welcome to come
every Wednesday to Mrs. Phillips’
classroom after school.
“We need as many people
as possible,” vice president the
more the merrier," the group’s vice
president said. “I know that this
play, or whatever we do this year,
is going to make up for last year."

College life is another challenge students will have to face
By Doneisha Jackson

C

ollege life compared
to the four years of
high school is very different.
Once students graduate from
high school and move on to
a higher level of education,
there are many changes they
may go through and have to
adjust to.
Everything changes from
the class schedules to the
eating and sleeping arrangements to the daily living
habits. These college-level
students are eating differently,
studying differently, learning differently, meeting new
people, and living in different environments that they
may not be used to. Shonda
Hood, a former Northern

Illinois University student, is one
many who likes the difference in
having more freedom in choosing
college classes than high school
courses.
“In college, you have more of
a say so in choosing your courses
and the schedule of your classes,”
said Hood, “but in high school,
you still have people walking you
through the courses you should
take and there’s a set schedule
you have to follow.”
Adjusting to a new location
and environment has the biggest
impact on college students. For
Hood, being away from home
for college helped become more
responsible and independent.
“There were rules on campus
but for the most part, I didn't
have to answer to anyone,” said
Hood. “I had to use my better

judgment and I had to manage
my time because I had no one
there to make sure I was doing
right from wrong.”
Choosing a major is the biggest deal for college students
because the classes chosen
upon the courses chosen. If a
student does not like his or her
major, they will be very unhappy
with the classes they are taking.
This could also cause them to
drop out, be at a standstill, or
start all over.
“I’m satisfied with my major,”
said Southern Illinois University in
Carbondale student Alexis Travis,
“but I didn't know my classes
would be so time-consuming.”
Adjusting to living arrangements are huge transition
students have to go through
when becoming college-bound.

Students may have to live with
others they may have never
met before and may have less
space than what they were use
to. Hood thinks it is better to
room with a stranger than a
relative or close friend.
“I was not satisfied with
my first mate because we were
friends so she thought it was
ok to touch my things without
permission,” said Hood. “But
with my second mate, the living situation was cool because
we didn't know each other.”
The way students eat in
college and the way they may
have eaten at home is a huge
difference. These students
may be used to daily home
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Facts for the season

goin’ to
the show

December new releases
By Raven Wrightsell

Aptly named for holidays

Black Friday 2011

Place names associated with
the holiday season include North
Pole, Alaska (population 2,226 in
2009); Santa Claus, Ind. (2,303);
Santa Claus, Ga. (247); Noel, Mo.
(1,615); and if you know about
reindeer the village of Rudolph, Wis.
(418) and Dasher, Ga. (821). There is
Snowflake, Ariz. (5,686) and a dozen
places named Holly, including Holly
Springs, Miss., and Mount Holly, N.C.

U.S. consumers took to the
malls and the Web during Thanksgiving weekend, spending a
record $52.4 billion.

Eat, then shop
Nearly one-quarter (24.4
percent) of Black Friday shoppers were at the stores by
midnight, a National Retail
Federation survey showed,

either waiting for stores to open
or visiting retailers who opened
on Thanksgiving evening. By
comparison, the number of
people who were at the stores
at midnight was 9.5 percent in
2010 and 3.3 percent in 2009.

Shop from home

Online spending on Cyber
his December, the theaters are sure to be filled with lots
Monday (November 28) was up
of movie fans and students looking for something to
33 percent over 2010.
do while on winter vacation. From romantic comedies to actionpacked films, there is something for everyone to watch.
First on this list is the timely release of “New Year’s Eve”
which premiers December 9.
“New Year’s
continued from page 7
Eve” presents
love, hope, forWorse yet, according to
students, especially those who
Fragrances are another
giveness, second
the Visa website, “a service fee are going away to college soon.
popular item. For females, Bechances and fresh
of $2.50 per
A student can carry
yoncé Pulse, is a new fragrance
starts while intermonth beginhis laptop to class, a
by Beyoncé. It costs $59 at
twining the lives of
ning in the 7th
library, or another stuMacys.
various individuals
month from
dent's home or room
I Fancy You is the newin New York City
the date of
and type in informaest fragrance in the Jessica
celebrating one of
activation, or
tion. Also it can be very Simpson Collection. It's a soft,
the most dazzling
a service fee
important because
velvety, floral musk, which
nights of the year.
of $1.50 per
if you
includes scents of
Gift
cards
like
Visa’s
Not only
month
beginneed
a
pear, Fuji apple, lily
“New Year’s Eve”
Vanilla are convenient, portable
should “New
ning in the
of the valley, and
but they can be a ripYear’s Eve” be witty and outstanding, so is the cast. The actors
13th month
computer,
sandalwood. It’s
include many heavy hitters such as, Hilary Swank (Claire Morgan),
from the date off if you don’t read the instead
$59 at Macys, too.
fine print.
Katherine Heigl (Laura Carrington), Ashton Kutcher (Randy), and
of activation,
of dragFor guys, it’s
Chris “Ludacris” Bridges (as himself).
will be apging your
cologne. Dolce
Premierplied to any
bulky
& Gabbana is
ing the very
remaining balance, (b) more
tower case and
described as
same day is the
than 1 dormancy, inactivity or
monitor around, you
“charismatic and
comedy “Young
service fee may be applied in a can carry a small,
seductive, elegant
Adult.”
single calendar month, and (c)
lightweight portable
and sophistiA downa fee of $5.95 will be assessed
computer.
cated.” But to be
on-her-luck
for replacing the Card.”
Walmart offers
this sophisticated,
fiction writer and
In other words, if you get
an 11” Acer laptop
it’ll run you $80.
Beyonce’s latest
recently divorced
one, spend it all, and spend it
for $374 and a Dell
Then there’s
fragrance, Pulse.
Mavis Carey
within the seven month grace
for $648. Best Buy
Ralph Lauren Polo
(Charlize Theron)
period.
has a Lenova for
black collection.
returns to her
Another popular and
the super-cheap price of $299. If
Advertising says it’s “modern,
home in smallexpensive tech gift is a laptop.
you’ve been really good this year,
urban, elegantly hip, daring
“Young Adult”
town Minnesota
These lightweight, portable
maybe you can ask for an Apple
and sophisticated.” It starts at
to rekindle her relationship and romance with her ex-boyfriend
computers are the favorite of
Macbook Air which starts at $999. $89.50 from Macys.
Buddy Slade (Patrick Wilson). Little to her knowledge, he is now
married and has children. Carey tries to devise a plan to get back
with her ex-boyfriend with a vengeance causing conflict throughout the movie.
continued from page 7
If you love
a great laugh
with a sprinkle
one with you (just let him win,
This jacket is availC’mon guys,
of love, then
though!). This game is available at able at Northface.
you love it when
“Young Adult”
Game Stop for $54.99.
com.
your baby has on
is definitely the
Sneaker-loving honeys will
For your
that perfect permovie for you.
love to find the new Jordan Melo
girlfriend: You
fume that lingers
For those
M8's under
may not be able
even when she's
that enjoy comthe tree. They
to hold your baby
gone. This year
edies, “The Sitter”
come in yellow, every night until
get her a necklace
has your name all
black, blue,
she falls asleep,
that’s covered
over it.
white, and
but with a Buildin rhinestones
“The Sitter”
The hilarious
gray. You can
A-Bear that you
with perfume
Bling duffle bag from
Jonah Hill of the hit movie “SuperBad” and “Get Him to the
give him the
can make with
inside. So head to
Victoria’s Secret
Greek,” stars in this flick on December 9.
biggest smile
her, or surprise
Sephora.com and
Hill stars as Noah, a college student on suspension leadthis year for
her with, she can
buy your baby the
ing him to become the babysitter of his next door neighbor’s
$135 at Nike.
cuddle all night. You can even put Hello Kitty to Go Solid Perfume
kids. Although Noah thinks that he is only babysitting, he is
com.
a prerecorded special message
Necklace; its $40. Besides, what
totally unaware of the wild night ahead of him.
Any jacket
in the bear. With all the special
girl do you know that doesn’t love
“Mission: Impossible – Ghost Protocol” stars the remarkcan keep him
things like recordings and clothes
Hello Kitty?
able Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise).
warm, but this
the bear is about $45.
Fellas, when you have someEthan Hunt, an agent who embarks on another adventure
Christmas,
Diamonds are a girl's best
body good, you wanna flaunt it.
Build-A-Bear Santa keep him
with his team to clear their organizations name due to the
friend, so get your baby a
Show your baby how beautiful
IMF being shut down when it’s implicated in the bombing of
North Face
blinged-out bag she can rock with the two of you are by going to
warm. The North Face Half-Dome just about anything. This Bling
Walgreens.com and making your
Please turn to page 11 for DECEMBER MOVIES
Hoodie is fleece on the inside, so
Duffle Bag is available at Victofavorite picture of the two of you
for $50, he can be warm any day.
ria's Secret for $49.50.
poster-sized for $10.

T

HOT GIFTS

SPECIAL GIFTS

UNHAPPY RETURNS
continued from page 7

It has been recognized that
sometimes people can go a little
too literally when trying to find the
perfect gift. Librarian Kandace Morgan said her worst Christmas gift
was a thesaurus reference book.
“I don’t know how to feel
about such a gift,” she said.
Many times people use their
bad gifts for good reasons, like re
giving them to others. One year
Paris Gholston’s mother bought

her five Aeropostale jogging suits
for Christmas.
“Too bad it was right when
everybody stopped wearing
them, so I gave them to my
niece,” said Gholston.
One Morgan Park student’s
gift was so terrible he doesn’t
remember who bought him the
gift or what he did with it.
“It’s probably still at my old
crib…IDK,” student Jason Driver

said, who admitted the present
was a book.
Another student, Quenton
Jordan, said his worst gift was
when he opened a calculator from
his father.
“I felt like I was adopted,”
he said. “I only said thank you
because it was my father.”
At the age of 10, student
Keenya Frazier received a Christmas sweater with a reindeer on it.

Her thoughts on the gift were “a
sweater with a reindeer? What I
look like.”
Aurora McKinney’s worst gift
was an ugly coat her aunt bought
her that is still hanging in the back
of her closet.
Student Richard Boakye still
can’t come to terms when thinking
about his worst Christmas gift which
were some socks from his aunt.
“How you think I felt?” asked

Boakye.
Another student received a
similar beauty kit.
“I got a freaking comb and
brush!” junior Imani Strong said.
“What type of gift is a comb and
brush?”
Some take the odd presents
and put them to good use. Darius
Minor used the headband his
aunt bought him for Christmas to
hold together a piece on his bike.
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You got pwned!
Video game review: Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3
By Matt Lopez

he said,
she said

Why do people break promises?

O

ne of the most
anticipated games of
the year, Call of Duty: Modern
Warfare 3 has finally arrived and
we've had a chance to get to
grips with the first person shooter.
We'll start with the single
player campaign which, for fans
of the series, starts where Modern
Warfare 2 left off. There are the
classically well made cinematic
cut scenes and as the game starts
you get some nice flashbacks to
previous parts of the story. It's
essentially the U.S. versus Russia,
and the campaign takes place
in various locations around the
globe. You start in a stunninglooking New York with other
famous cities such as Paris, Berlin
and London coming later in the
game.
I don't want to give away or
spoil the plot of MW3, so we'll
let you experience the game
for yourself. However, the game
plays as I would expect a CoD
title to play and will be instantly
familiar for long time players. The
level of scale, detail and realism are truly amazing with subtle
elements like clothing material
making you feel even more a part
of the game.
The single player mode will
grip players right from the start,
especially if they've played previous MW titles. The game play
sticks to the winning formula that
has made the series such a roaring success.
The game's multiplayer
mode has been tweaked and
expanded the most, though.
I won't go through them all
but there are over 40 different
weapons and as usual you can
unlock different attachments,
camouflage and reticules for
customization. Some of the
weapons are brand new for
MW3 with some interesting additions including the “Bouncing
Betty” grenade and the Trophy
anti-grenade, anti-RPG turret.
In addition there are new
“Weapon Proficiencies” that
allow players to rank up individual guns as they are used.
These are particular attributes
that you can add to a specific,
probably favorite, weapon. Proficiencies include improved range,
better stability and reduced
recoil. This is a nice extra level to
the system and it takes customization a step further.
However, the biggest change
to the multiplayer mode has to
be “Strike Packages.” Kill streaks
have been replaced with a new
method of earning bonuses that is
based on points. As you will probably know, players previously had
to string together kills without
dying to get extras such as team
radar. Now, players can choose
an option that suits their play
style to get tailored rewards
instead of needing to be merely
a killing machine. After all, some
game modes are about more
than just deaths.
Strike Packages come in
three categories, which are Assault, Support and Specialist.
The former is the fairly traditional
approach based on damage and
resets on death. Support rewards
surveillance and disruption, so

SPORTS

By Joshua
Housing

R

A scene from Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3: Oh, that’s just
France’s Eiffel Tower blowing up, that’s all.
team players can gain rewards by
capturing points and similar tasks
and does not reset when you die.
Specialist gives players Pro versions of regular perks that can be
used until death.
It's nice to see a bit of a
refresh in this area, which was
previously only rewarding one

type of player. Yes, the most style
is to go for kills--what else are the
guns for? But this method caters
to more individual play styles and
evens things out much more.
A couple of good multiplayer

Please turn to page 11 for
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corridor
quips
If you could make a Christmas wish
for someone else, what would it be?
By Kylin Dillard, Jonesha Frazier,
and Joielle Withers
“For everyone
to have good
health.”
Nicola Kennedy,
English teacher

“I wish my friend
Caleb Bey to have
a good Christmas
after the passing
of his father.”
Verlon Petty,
senior

“More students
who value education.”
Gabrielyn Foster,
music teacher

“There are more
homeless shelters for homeless
people.”
Ashley Hill, senior

“For world
peace.”
Carrie Kelso,
law teacher
“For Nina Thompson to have a better attitude.”
Kourtney Rodez,
senior
“To buy my
mother a new
house.”
Bashia Powell,
sophomore
“To buy my
mother a new
house and car.”
Jasmine Bedell,
junior
“To my mother, a
new Volvo truck.”
Ezekiel Watts,
senior

“For my auntie
to have a nice
Christmas before
she gets out the
hospital.”
Aurora McKinney,
senior

“For students to
mature more.”
Jane Randolph,
math teacher
“To stop world
hunger.”
John Feltz,
economics
teacher

elationships
are strong bonds
built on trust, and promises are
faiths in that trust that you won’t
let that person down. Breaking
a promise destroys trust and
ultimately ends relationships.
If your boyfriend or girlfriend
can’t trust you then it’s not really a
relationship your just two people
that like each other.
Think about your relationship
as a high-rise or skyscraper, buildings that require a strong foundation. Now, the taller the building
is, the stronger the bond with that
person is, and let’s call trust the
foundation of your building. If you
build a 10-story building with no
foundation, it will crumble, and the
same thing goes for your relationship. It doesn’t matter how much
you love that person, or how close
you guys are; if you don’t trust one
another it won’t work.
I’ve been on both sides, I
have broken promises and have
had promises made to me broken.
And in both scenarios it happened
because the person didn’t care.
When I did it I knew that I had
promised otherwise, but at that
point in time I cared more about
me then that person. Unfortunately, that’s exactly what someone
else told me when they did it.
I’ve learned it almost never
ends well, either you end up
fading away or you just begin to
resent that person.
Actually, I’m trying to prevent
that now; trying to trust someone
that hurt me and their trying to trust
me. It’s not impossible, but it would
be so much easier if we thought
about how what we were doing
would make the other person feel.
But, like I said, at that point
in time we cared more about ourselves then the person we were
supposed to be in love with.
Promises are made over a
variety of things, from “I promise
to always love you” to “I promise I’m going call you tonight.”
But the magnitude of what was
promised doesn’t matter; the only
thing that’s important is making
sure you come through on what
you promised; no matter what
it costs you. If you lie to that
person you know exactly what the
consequences will be, no matter
if they overreact or not they wont
look at you the same.
Breaking a promise is nothing
but being selfish, caring more
about you than anyone else. This
is not how you are supposed to
act when you are in a relationship.
Your first priority should always be
that person’s happiness.
And, of course, the selfish
would think “Well what about
me?” But you should be their first
priority too, and if you not it’s time
to move on. No matter young or
old you should never be in a relationship where you aren’t happy or
they aren’t making you happy.
People break promises because
they are selfish, or they just don’t
care. Although, either way it goes, if
they don’t care enough to keep their
word then they don’t deserve you.

By Bobbie
Woods

“P

romises
are meant to be
broken.” There’s
the problem right there. Ones
who make promises never have
any intentions on fulfilling what
they have promised. From the
beginning, promises are made on
faulty grounds, and often times
those who actually believed them
are left hurt. Although this is not
true for all cases, a majority of
cases follow this scheme.
We don’t control what tomorrow will bring, so how can any
promise be made with certainty?
They can’t. However the effort to
keep ones word despite anything
that may happen is where the real
promise is held.
No, I do not think that
promises are meant to be broken.
Promises are meant to be kept,
but it is those who break them
that are not capable of keeping them, hence the old cliche’,
“Promises are meant to be broken.” That phrase was probably
made by someone who could
never keep a promise.
It takes a person with integrity, care, persistence, and determination to carry out a promise.
Most people do not have these
qualities, and yet they still make
promises.
Swiss psychiatrist Carl Gustav
Jung is quoted as once saying,
“The man who promises everything is sure to fulfill nothing,
and everyone who promises too
much is in danger of using evil
means in order to carry out his
promises, and is already on the
road to perdition.” Unfortunately,
many of us know of someone who
has promised them just about
anything, and followed through
on, well, nothing.
Some may also break promises because they were previously promised things that were
never carried out for them, so
all they know is broken promises. All they learned is promises are never carried out, so
when they make one it will fall
through because of their lack of
knowledge on how to carry one
out. A true man/ woman can
look you in the eye and promise you something, and follow
through on it.
In this day and age everyone
has a problem with commitment.
We’d rather stay a far away from
commitment as possible, which is
a total 180 degree turn compared
to years ago when all people
seemed to do was commit to
each other. Our culture in the
new century is anti-commitment.
With this new anti-commitment
attitude, promises are broken
because nobody wants to actually
undergo what It takes to keep
them. Commitment scares people
these days.
There is never anything that
someone can tell another that can
justify a broken promise. Nothing!
Once someone breaks a promise
they have done far more than not

Please turn to page 11 for
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K-pop may be the next big thing
By Jessica Lansdown

T

he South Korean pop
music industry is one of
the most unique in the world, and
it’s certainly nothing like the one
we have here in the U.S.
However, the two worlds
won’t be a part for long, because
with the help of American artists
and producers such as Will.i.am.
of the Black Eyed Peas, and
Teddy Riley, many Korean pop,
or K-pop, artists have scheduled
their debut into the American music industry for next year, finally
bringing the Hallyu Wave, or the
spread of South Korean culture
around the world, to the States.
K-pop artists --who are not all
Korean by the way-- are known by
their fans as some of the hardest
working in the world. Artists, or
“Idols” as they are called within the
industry, audition for a company at
ages as young as 10, and if they are
chosen as trainees they spend the
next few years training in singing,
dance, rap, acting, and variety skills
until they are ready to debut either
as a solo artist or in a group (the
longest training period for a K-pop
artist before he was able to debut
is nine years). Most even hold free
street performances for the public
to test how they will be received.
This year, 37 groups have finally
made their debut into the Korean
music industry.
Once debuted, most artists
get their own variety show; this is
a way to introduce the public to
the artists and make them seem
more like normal people, unlike
most of our celebrities here. They
even take public transportation
around the cities, and people in
South Korea are likely to bump
into an idol at any time. And
instead of producing an album,
performing the song a few times,
and hiding behind the scenes
until the next album comes out,
these artists are constantly in the
media promoting.
They are expected to
promote their songs twice every
week on a live stage where they
perform their complex choreography and showcase their strong
vocals that they have worked on
for years. They are also expected
to promote on variety shows to
show their skills outside of singing
to gain more fans. Some “idols”
are even cast in dramas, which
have also helped the Hallyu wave
spread across the globe, or asked
to host shows on top of their

already busy schedules.
“My friend Eteria showed me a
video of the K-pop group Big Bang
performing one day, and I just fell
in love with them,” senior Camille
Turner said. “They’re just amazing.”
They even release videos of
themselves practicing their dance
choreography in their studio so
the fans can learn the dances and
post videos of themselves doing
them on YouTube. This along with
having constant fan-meetings
and signings, interacting with
fans on Twitter and the Korean
site Me2day (which is kind of like
Facebook), and even posting on
their own fan sites, gives the fans
of K-pop more “down to earth”
view of these artists.
“I like K-pop so much because it’s so different each time
[something new comes out], and
it always keeps me guessing,” senior Eteria Drummer said. “I love
that the artists are so in tune with
their fans and that they truly appreciate us. The variety that I has
means that nothing ever sounds
the same and there is always
something new.”
The sound of Korean pop
music is also very versatile because
there are so many different artists
who have different “concepts”,
For example, Girl’s Generation, a
nine-member girl group who just
recently released their first English
track “The Boys,” produces more of
a pure pop music sound; whereas
2NE1, a four-member girl group
under a different label who is currently working with Will.i.am for their
U.S. debut, has more of a sound
that resembles the Black Eyed Peas.
Some artists stick to singing slow
songs, or ballads, while others like
the five-member girl group 4minute
stick to making club songs.
“To me, K-pop is just incredibly unique,” said Danielle Lewis,
a high school senior from Frederick, Maryland and a huge fan of
the K-pop boy band SHINee. “I
find it amazing that it’s in a completely different language and still
has such a big impact on me. It
puts a spin on music itself.”
These artists are just now
making their full debut in America
now, but they’ve been around in
the country for years. One of the
biggest entertainment companies
in South Korea, SM Entertainment, has been holding massively
successful concerts showcasing
all of their artists in Los Angeles,
California for years; and this year,
have finally made their way to

New York City, and various European countries with the concert.
Their artist BoA first debuted in
the United States back in 2008
with her first single “Eat You Up,”
she will be starring in the upcoming movie “Cobu 3D” next year.
Other artists who you may be
more familiar with are The Wondergirls, under the very successful
JYP Entertainment, who debuted
in the United States with their first
English song “Nobody” in 2008.
This was the first song by a Korean
Pop artist to ever make the American Billboard 100 chart, they even
spent the summer of 2009 as an
opening act for the Jonas Brothers
on their Tour of the country.
Many more K-pop artists
have sneakily made appearances
in the American media since then.
The main Character in 2009’s action movie Ninja Assassin is a very
successful K-pop Star who goes
by the name Rain. This explains
why you might have heard his
fans laughing in the movie theater
when one of the antagonists in
the movie stated “He looks like
he should be in a boy band.” The
younger version of Rain’s character in the movie is also an artist,
he is Lee Joon of the Korean boy
band MBLAQ.
The Wondergirls have shown
up in the may 2011 issue of Teen
Vogue, and the rookie group
Rania, who was assembled and
produced by Teddy Riley, had
their debut song “Dr. Feel Good”
featured on the MTV show “Blue
Mountain State.”
Though it is unknown whether or not the American public will
react positively to the infiltration
of South Korean artists in the
years to come due to our lack
of interest in music groups since
NSYNC and The Backstreetboys
gave up, the millions of fans here
in the states are ready to continue
supporting all of our favorite artists as they make the leap into our
music industry.
“I don’t think it can go mainstream in its un-translated form.”
Sandra Alfonso, a high school
freshman from Calgary, Canada
said. “I mean yeah, it’s really
good and better than American
pop in my opinion, but people
wouldn’t accept it. They’d just call
my favorite groups like U-KISS
gay, and not listen to the music
because it’s in a language they
don’t understand. It’s their loss,
because U-KISS and K-pop in
general is wonderful.”

GAME REVIEW
continued from page 10

game modes have been introduced including “Kill Confirmed”
and “Team Defender.” The former
is similar to the traditional Team
Deathmatch, but every player has a
dog tag that is dropped on death.
You pick up dog tags to gain personal experience points and points
for your team. The interesting element here is that you can pick up
your teammates' dog tags to deny
the opposition the points.
Team Defender is basically
capture the flag but there is no
destination to take the flag to in
order to gain points. Instead, the
team that has possession of the
flag must hold on to it for as long
as possible, gaining points over
time. Custom modes have also
been added so you can create the

type of match you want to play.
You can tweak the time limit, score
limit, and switch off perks so the
game plays to your requirements.
A further update to the
multiplayer segment of the game
is Call of Duty Elite. It's the social
networking part where players
can do things like keep track of
stats, compete in competitions
and form clans. I’ve been unable
to log-in to Elite so can't comment on how good it is.
Last, but not least, is Special Ops, a series of short and
objective-based missions that
have a new game mode called
“Survival.” The beauty of Special
Ops is that you have the option
to play co-operatively locally
or online, or can just play solo.
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There are 16 missions to work
your way through, with a ranking
system that allows more weapons,
air support and gear armories
available as you level up.
Overall the game looks and
plays better than ever and I’m
glad the single player campaign
hasn't been modified in any
drastic way. Multiplayer has had
the most new development with
a significant increase in the level
of customization, and it's always
good to see new weapons,
rewards and modes. Special Ops
rounds off the offering perfectly
and the new Survival mode provides even more fun.
I personally give the game a 9
out of 10, I felt that some changes
were extra and a little unnecessary.
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Kremlin, has
his hands
full with the
“impossible.”
Hunt’s race
against time
and mad men
are the deciding factor if
he will be
able to get
the job done
successfully.
“Mission: Impossible – Ghost Protocol”
Premiering in theaters on December 16 (the last day of school before
winter intersession!), this action-packed film is sure to be a hit
at the box office, just like all the others in the series.
Just
before
Christmas,
on December
21, famed director Steven
Speilberg will
release "The
Adventures
of Tintin," a
special effects
fantasy in 3-D
theaters and
IMAX 3D,
“The Adventures of Tintin”
but regular
shows, too. Starring Jamie Bell ("Billy Elliot," "Defiance") as
Tintin, the intrepid young reporter whose relentless pursuit of
a good story thrusts him into a world of high adventure, and
Daniel Craig ("Quantum of Solace," "Defiance") as the nefarious Red Rackham.

SHE SAID

continued from page 10

fulfill a commitment. Now they
are seen as someone not worth
your time and effort, untrustworthy, and simply pathetic.
Promises are not something
to play with. When you make a
promise just simply carry it out.
Think twice before you promise
someone something. Think what
it will take to carry it out, what it
actually I that you are promising,
and if you can actually do it. Once
you answer those questions and
they are in your favor then promise. Promising something you
know you cannot carry out Is not

worth the hurt and explanations
that you are now going to have to
go through. All terrible things can
be avoided if people just think
before they promise.
The amount of promises broken by girls and boys are equal.
To me, to see who breaks promises more is beside the point.
Promises should not be broken
at all. I am not interested in who
breaks more, I just want people
to know that breaking promises
are not cool, and can be avoided
if people just actually think before
they speak.

COLLEGE LIFE
continued from page 8

cooked meals, but once they
enter college that may turn into
food provided by campuses, fast
food, take out, and instant meals.
According to the collegeprowler.com, SIUC’s campus
dining was given a B- on an A-F
scale. The average meals per
week are 19 and the average
meal plan cost is $3612 per year.
“The food is good depending on the dining hall [Lents Hall
and Grinnell Hall are the best]
and the time of day [after 4 pm
when they start serving dinner
is the best]”, said Travis. “Students have to pay for a meal plan
which gives you the option of
how many meals you want per
week. I’d rather have campus
food than fast food or take out
because it is actually good and
already paid for.”
As a student’s education level
gets higher, the work may become more difficult and challenging. For Hood, understanding
the work was not an issue, getting
help from the instructor was the
big challenge during her college

years.
“The class work was not challenging if you went to class and
actually interacted, inquired, and
studied,” said Hood, “However,
the classes consists of at least 150
through 200 students so it was
difficult to get one on one attention from the teacher.”
College students like to party. Partying is the most important thing besides going to class
and maintaining good grades.
Some students base part of their
college decisions off whether
the schools have good parties,
if any. Students have to balance
their study habits with their
partying habits. Most students
work during their spare time and
some barely have spare time on
their hands.
“I really did not party much
and my study habits varied because when I attended tutoring,
I studied a lot less,” said Hood.
“I worked weekends, attended
some of the major parties only,
and I slept during my spare
time.”
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Varsity Mustangs look to younger players to fill loss of starters
By Joshua Housing

A

fter a disappointing
loss in the city
championship last year, head
basketball coach Nick Irvin is after
the state title.
After losing key seniors last
year, Coach Nick is left with the
hurdle of improving on last year’s
season, and the players are left to
fill the large shoes left by forward
Wayne Blackshear, now a Louisville Cardinal.
“We already have a city title,
so now I’m looking for a state
title,” are Coach Nick’s words
on what he is after this season,
“which is do-able.”
With this year’s shortage of
veteran starters on the team--only
one starter from last season’s line
up is on this squad-- Irvin is looking for his juniors to step up.
“I’m looking for more leadership from Billy [Garrett],” he said.
“Billy’s gotta lead, he’s been on
the team the longest.”
When junior guard Billy Garrett Jr. was asked about the need
for leadership, he said “Losing
Wayne was pretty significant;
he was a big part of our scoring

last year, and he was player of
the year. Then, losing Jerome, a
shooter, then losing the leadership, now we have to pick that
up.”
The Mustangs (1-1) achieved
their first victory of the season
on Friday, November 25th. They
played Gary Westside High
School, winning 57-45.
However, last Saturday,
the Mustangs faced off against
Homewood-Flossmoor High
School (4-4) at the UIC Pavilion,
and picked up a loss. The final
score was 47-57. Garrett still
attempted to carry the team to
victory shooting 5 of 6 from the
free-throw line and 18 points.
With no game being an easy
victory, the coach plans to take
every game seriously.
When asked which teams he’s
looking out for or who was his big
competition, he replied, “Every
team is our big competition;
we’re looking out for everyone.”
Irvin feels this year is quite
promising.
“Were a little young, but
were going to be fine,” he said.
He’s fine-tuning a younger
team with a vision that a state title

Captain Billy Garrett Jr. looks to inbound the ball late in the second half against HomewoodFlossmore at the UIC Pavilion on Saturday. The boys varsity team had their first loss of the
season, 47-57. (Photo by Joshua Housing)
is within their grasp.
“This year we only have two
[seniors]; the team is mostly filled
with sophomores,” Garrett said,
adding, “We’re young but were

good.”
There is confidence in the
Mustang camp this season.
Despite the significant player
losses, the team seems to be fine.

Garrett is confident that this team
is perfectly capable of surpassing
last year’s benchmarks.
“If we listen and play hard,
we’re good,” Garrett said.

Lady Mustangs power up with winning record
T

he Lady Mustangs
varsity basketball
squad is out for glory this
season, as they’ve racked up big
wins to start the season strong.
So far, the ladies are 6-3,
with wins against Mother

McAuley 60-49), Oswego (7937), Antioch (65-40), Providence
Catholic (53-52), Simeon (98-32),
and Harlan (79-41).
They’ve only suffered losses
to Geneva (65-60), Montini (5840), and Trinity (62-35).

Senior point guard Debra Jenkins drives past a Harlan
defender in the 79-41 victory. (Photos by Anthony Teruel)

Senior forward Gabrielle
Richmond jumps for the
opening tip off against
Geneva. Unfortunately, the
Lady Mustangs suffered their
first loss, 65-60

Senior guard Kendyl Nunn puts up a shot against the Macs of
Mother McAuley in the first game of the season, 60-49.

Bowling teams look to capture another city championship
T

he girls and boys varsity
bowling teams are
expecting to pick up more hardware
this season in the form of another
set of Chicago Public High Schools
Athletic Association championship
plaques, as they’ve done
consistently over the past decade.
The boys bowling team
brought home their 11th city
championship last January, while
the Lady Mustangs won their 11th
a month later.
The girls varsity team began
its 2011-2012 campaign the week
of November 21 with three solid
outings.
On Monday, November 21
the Lady Mustangs defeated the
new South Shore International
College Prep High School with
three victories. It was the first

competiHampton
tion for
Pirates
the new
bowling
school
team for
and head
four years.
coach
She
Nichea
also comWhitenpleted an
hill, an
internship
alumnus
at NASA
of Morgan
and was
Park High
employed
School
by the
Both the boys and girls varsity
and the
space
teams are seeking their 12th city
MP bowlagency
championship victories this season.
ing team.
before reWhitenhill returned to the
signing and returning home. She
Chicago Public Schools after
currently is working at the CPS
earning both her bachelor’s
Region Six Area Office as area
degree and master’s in architecfacility maintenance manager and
ture from Hampton Institute. She
joins Dr. Beryl Shingles and Debra
also played on the lanes with the
Carter who left MP to open the

new South Shore site.
Norman Whitenhill, the girls’
head bowling coach, in his seventh season and Nichea’s father,
was proud to see her bring her
team into competition.
On Monday, November 21
senior and coaching assistant
Nina Thompson led all bowlers
with a high game of 190, high
series of 510 and an average of
170, overall, as the girls defeated
South Shore International.
On Wednesday, November
23 senior and co-captain Renaqua
Bell led all bowlers with a high
game of 215, high series of 572
and an average of 190, overall, as
the girls defeated Chicago High
School For Agricultural Sciences.
On Friday, November 25 the
girls varsity Green Team won the

Whitney Young Invitational Tournament held at Town Hall Bowling
Center. The starting five of Nina
Thompson (567); Renaqua Bell
(532); Kourtney Rodez (531); Taliyah Spells (527); and Tiarra Wilkins
(494) captured positions 2 through
6 with high series scores and made
the All Tournament Team.
The males’ team has won
their competitions, as well. They
finished in third place at the Whitney Young Invitational on Friday,
November 25. Jacari Brown, the
senior captain, led bowlers on
Monday and Wednesday. Senior
Milton Marshall finished second
overall at the Whitney Young
Invitational Tournament.

Contributed by Norman Whitenhill and Nina Thompson

